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| Knowledge Base | Contact Home | Products | How to buy a newsletter that follows us and how software can be used to scan multiple pages into a single PDF file? You can use an A-PDF image as a PDF to scan multiple pages into one PDF file with only two steps using Free Download (PDF). See: This web tutorial gives you an overview of the product and
an understanding of how easy it is to use! A-PDF Merge - combining two or more image files or acrobatic PDF files into a single PDF document A-PDF image - converts photos, drawings, scans and faxes into PDF documents. Send feedback or ask questions on the Contacts page. Return kb main page download AVCapture_V164beta_060706.zip
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(PDF). See: This web tutorial gives you an overview of the product and an understanding of how easy it is to use! A-PDF Merge - combining two or more image files or acrobatic PDF files into a single PDF document A-PDF image - converts photos, drawings, scans and faxes into PDF documents. Send feedback or ask questions on the Contacts page.
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100 101 102 103 104 105 105 106 107 Fast and reliable The AD240U, an inexpensive scanner, is 40 pages per minute. Businesses scanning vinyl IDs, business cards, documents or other heavy card inventory need a fast, reliable and affordable double scanner. Combining reverse rollers with advanced paper supply technology, the AD240U balances
exceptional reliability with exceptional reliability in a variety of scanning situations, and product Avision, a product AD8120 A duplex mass production scanner, is pleased to announce the release of a high-capacity production scanner with a powerful 500-page automatic document finder and blazing scanning speeds of up to 120 ppm/120 ppm. Combining
paper protection technology with triple ultrasonic dual feed sensing, the AD8120 provides excellent supply reliability Small units of productivity. View products The fast, reliable and easy-to-use scanner built with a state-of-the-art image processing engine and USB 3.1 Gen 1 connection, the AD260 delivers dual scanning speeds of up to 120 images per
minute in color, graysquele and monochrome (300 dpi). Combining reverse rollers with advanced paper supply technology, the AD260 offers an excellent balance of supply reliability and high performance in a variety of scanning situations. Product AD215 Series View – A portable solution for batch scanning at 11.8 inches long and a portable solution for
weights of just 1400g, the Avision AD215 Series integrates card scanners into small devices with a built-in automatic document finder (ADF). The innovative design of the pod-type ADF and front tray makes the AD215 Series easy to travel and increases the productivity of batch scans in any workplace. Product View A portable solution for 11.6-inch batch
scanning and an 800g weighted AV110 scanner integrates a built-in automatic document finder (ADF) and card scanner in a compact design. Powered by rechargeable lithium-ion batteries via a USB cable, the AV110 Series is easy to move around and provides all workplaces with the productivity of batch scans. AN240W Fast and Affordable Network
Scanner The AN240W is a 40-page, dual- and network-per-minute scanner that's fast, reliable, and affordable for businesses that need to scan plastic ID cards, business cards, documents, or other heavy card inventory. The AN240W improves business efficiency by scanning and transferring documents to a variety of targets, including email, cloud servers,
shared folders (CIFS), FTP servers, and USB flash drives, with a single button. In addition, the AN240W with wireless networking capabilities provides mobile scanning through Avision's app. Avision AD7080, a next-generation A3 document scanner enhanced by innovative features, delivers high throughput of 100 ppm and 200 ipm in a compact unit. Unlike
the usual sheet supply scanners, which offer only automatic document finders and cannot accommodate irregular sizes and paper weights, the AD7080 is convenient to meet the benefits of ADF's fast scanning speed and benefits up to A3 size and the various requirements of customers. Combining the convenience of a product 40-page ADF with a flatbed
scanner, the Avision AD120 is a compact, affordable productivity scanning solution that delivers 25 pages per minute at 300 dpi. Avision is pleased to launch a powerful 500-page automatic document picker and blazing scanning speeds of up to 120 ppm/240 ipm in color, grayscare and monochrome. Combining paper protection technology with triple
ultrasonic dual supply sensing, the AD8120 delivers superior supply reliability to maximize scanning productivity in small devices. The product Avision AD125 is a small, fast, color sheet supply scanner designed for desktops that scan double-sided documents at up to 50 image rates per minute, ideal for scanning front office documents. With high
performance and a small installation area, the Avision AD125 is the ideal choice for front office document scanning needs. Product AD280 Fast and reliable scanner With a state-of-the-art image processing engine and a large LCD screen with USB 3.0 connectivity, the Avision AD280 delivers blazing double scan speeds of up to 160 images per minute in
color, grayscare, and monochrome, providing a new level of scanning performance. Combining paper protection with reverse roller technology, the AD280 balances excellent supply reliability and high performance in a variety of scanning situations. With the product's state-of-the-art image processing engine and a fast, reliable and easy-to-use scanner with
built-in USB 3.0 connectivity, the AD260 delivers dual scanning speeds of up to 120 images per minute in color, grayscare and monochrome (300 dpi). Combining reverse rollers with advanced paper supply technology, the AD260 offers an excellent balance of supply reliability and high performance in a variety of scanning situations. Product Ad250 With a
fast, reliable and affordable scanner with a state-of-the-art image processing engine, the Avision AD250 delivers blazing double scanning speeds of up to 160 images per minute in color, grayscare and black and white, opening up new horizons in scanning performance. Combining paper protection with reverse roller technology, the AD250 offers an excellent
balance of supply reliability and high performance in a variety of scanning situations. Product AD230 Fast, reliable and affordable scanner The AD230 is a fast, reliable, and affordable 30-page dual scanner for businesses that need to scan plastic ID cards, business cards, documents, or other heavy card inventory. Combining reverse rollers with advanced
paper supply technology, the AD230 delivers high speed and exceptional reliability in a wide range of scanning situations. Product Fast, reliable and affordable Scanner The AD240 is a fast, reliable and affordable dual scanner for businesses that need to scan plastic ID cards, business cards, documents or other heavy card inventory, 40 pages per minute
(300 dpi). Combining reverse rollers with advanced paper supply technology, the AD240 delivers high speed and exceptional reliability in a wide range of scanning situations. With a compact, portable 11.6-inch length and a weight of just 800 grams, the MiCube scanner incorporates a built-in automatic document finder (ADF) and card scanner in a compact
design. Powered by rechargeable lithium-ion batteries via a USB cable, the MiCube Series is easy to move around. You can also bring the productivity of batch scans to any workplace. Product View Portable scanning solutions measure at 11.4 x 2 x 1.4 and up to a legal size of just 400 grams, the ScanQ Series pushes the limits of size and weight for
extreme mobility while providing seamless full-page document scanning. Powered by a rechargeable Li-Ion battery via a USB cable, the ScanQ Series is small enough to pack into a laptop and share documents anytime, anywhere. MiWand 2 Wi-Fi PRO, a lithium battery-powered product view, is a mobile scanner that can be scanned anywhere without a
computer or software. MiWand 2 Wi-Fi, which can see products powered by lithium batteries, is a mobile scanner that can be scanned without a computer or software. All you have to do is slide the scanner over the surface of the page. Product View MiWand 2 is a mobile scanner that can be scanned without a computer or software. All you have to do is
slide the scanner over the surface of the page and the scan is complete. The image is stored on the micro SD card until the next 32G. Glide the scanner to the surface of the scan page, without computer or software, and scan complete product view
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